Introduction
============

A significant fraction of eukaryotic genomes is made up of repetitive sequences, such as transposable elements (TEs) and tandem repeats, whose deregulation has been linked to DNA damage and sterility ([@b8]; [@b3]; [@b17]; [@b54]; [@b6]; [@b25]; [@b9]). Germline tissues, which are responsible for transferring the genetic information to the progeny, appear to be the most sensitive targets of TE deregulation ([@b54]; [@b10]; [@b25]; [@b27]; [@b38]). A specialized RNAi pathway, centered on small non-coding RNAs known as Piwi-interacting RNAs (piRNAs), guarantees the repression of transposable and repetitive elements and ensures the maintenance of genomic stability during germ-cell division and differentiation ([@b2]; [@b54]; [@b6], [@b7]; [@b49]). piRNAs are 23--30-nt-long non-coding RNAs and mainly correspond to sequences in transposable and repetitive elements dispersed in the genome ([@b2]). In *Drosophila*, the production of these molecules relies on the activity of the Argonaute family members Piwi, Aubergine (Aub) and Argonaute-3 (Ago3) ([@b43]; [@b6]; [@b19]; [@b59]). Deep-sequencing analyses of the small RNAs associated with these proteins revealed that Piwi and Aub complexes are enriched in antisense piRNAs, while Ago3 is mostly bound by sense piRNAs. Furthermore, a subset of piRNAs displays a 10-nt overlap at their 5′end ([@b6]; [@b19]). These observations were captured in a model, whereby antisense piRNAs bound to Aub/Piwi can pair with transposon transcripts and catalyse the production of sense piRNA molecules through cleavage of the transposon transcripts. The latter are then loaded into an Ago3 complex, which in turn triggers the production of antisense piRNAs by cleaving cluster-derived antisense transcripts. This cycle is the core of the so-called 'Ping-pong\' model, a feed-forward loop that amplifies the piRNA population and is thought to reinforce the repression of active transposons dispersed in the genome ([@b6]; [@b19]). piRNA processing requires additional activities, including the eIF-4A-like translation factor Vasa (Vas), the Heterochromatin Protein 1 (HP1) variant Rhino (Rhi), the helicases Spindle-E and Armitage, the putative nucleases Maelstrom, Zucchini and Squash and the Tudor-domain proteins Tejas and Krimper ([@b23]; [@b44]; [@b48]). The precise biochemical function of many of these proteins is, however, still largely unclear.

In *Drosophila*, primary sources of piRNAs are discrete genomic regions termed piRNA clusters ([@b6]). These genomic loci are composed of repetitive sequences, TEs and inactive transposon remnants. The transcripts produced from these loci are processed by cytoplasmic activities to produce the mature piRNAs. The major sources of piRNAs in *Drosophila* are the cluster 1/42AB located on chromosome 2R in pericentromeric position and clusters 2 and *flamenco/COM* (*flam*) located on chromosome X. Cluster 1/42AB and the majority of the piRNA clusters in *Drosophila* are transcribed from both DNA strands (dual-strand clusters). Conversely, a few loci, including cluster 2 and *flam*, produce piRNAs only from one genomic DNA strand (uni-strand clusters) ([@b6]; [@b32]). To date, *flam* represents the best-characterized piRNA cluster. The *flam* cluster harbours fragments of the *Zam*, *gypsy* and *idefix* retro-transposons and is required for the silencing of these retroviral elements in the follicle cells of the *Drosophila* ovaries ([@b41], [@b40]; [@b42]; [@b45]; [@b6]; [@b33]; [@b13]). Interestingly, the vast majority of the transposon remnants that populate the *flam* locus are oriented towards the centromere of the X chromosome ([@b6]). Genetic and molecular analyses strongly suggest that the transcription of this cluster occurs from an external promoter on the opposite strand and is likely to produce a long transcript encompassing the entire locus ([@b6]; [@b33]). The structure of the cluster and the strand bias of the transcriptional events thus generate mostly antisense piRNAs, which do not engage a ping-pong amplification loop ([@b6]; [@b29]; [@b32]). piRNA clusters in zebrafish, mouse and human also display a clear strand bias similar to *flam*, whereby piRNAs map only to one DNA strand ([@b1]; [@b18]; [@b21]). The mechanism that regulates the expression of the piRNA clusters and the proteins involved in this nuclear process remain largely elusive. It has recently been shown that a germline-specific HP1 variant encoded by the *rhino* (*rhi*) gene is essential for the regulation of the dual-strand clusters ([@b56]; [@b26]). Accordingly, mutations in *rhi* abolish the expression of these loci, which results in a general depletion of the corresponding piRNA population ([@b26]). The activity of Rhi seems to be limited to the dual-strand clusters, since mutations in this protein do not affect the production of piRNAs from the uni-strand clusters. Surprisingly, the expression of the piRNA loci appears to also rely on the activity of the Piwi proteins Aub and Piwi. In mutants of these factors, heterochromatic states spread over the clusters causing their transcriptional downregulation. These findings, therefore, implicate the production of piRNAs in the maintenance of active transcription from the piRNA clusters ([@b34]).

We have previously reported that the protein product of the *cutoff* (*cuff*) gene is essential for transposon silencing and germline development ([@b10]). Mutations in *cuff* impair the establishment of dorsal--ventral polarity during oogenesis and cause a significant loss of germline cells, possibly due to defects in stem-cell maintenance and/or division. Cuff shows similarity to the yeast transcription termination factor Rai1 ([@b58]; [@b24]). In yeast, Rai1 is found in a complex with the 5′--3′ exoribonuclease Rat1/Xrn2 and promotes the termination of transcriptional events initiated by the PolI and PolII RNA polymerases ([@b24]; [@b15]). Different from Rai1, however, Cuff does not display a Dom3Z domain, which is critical for Rai1 activity ([@b57]). Given the observation that an additional Rai1 homologue exists in *Drosophila* which contains the Rai1 catalytic domain, we hypothesized that Cuff might be a germline-specific Rai1 variant, which exerts a novel function in germline cells ([@b10]).

Here, we show that Cuff localizes to discrete foci in germline nuclei and accumulates in proximity of and within heterochromatic domains. We demonstrate that Cuff is essential for the expression of the piRNA clusters embedded in heterochromatic regions, including the major dual-strand cluster 1/42AB, but not for the *flam* locus, which is primarily expressed in the soma. In agreement with these observations, we find that Cuff colocalizes and physically interacts with Rhi. We propose that these proteins assemble into a complex, which regulates the production of piRNAs from the dual-strand clusters at a transcriptional level. Mutations in Cuff cause a severe disruption of the nuage, which in turn might contribute to the depletion of piRNAs not only from the dual-strand, but also from some uni-strand clusters, including the major cluster 2. Our results uncover a role for Cuff in piRNA cluster regulation, nuage assembly and piRNA production and highlight a critical function for the piRNA pathway in stem- and germ-cell development during *Drosophila* oogenesis.

Results
=======

A Zam-based reporter construct is derepressed in piRNA pathway mutants
----------------------------------------------------------------------

Oogenesis in *Drosophila* begins in the germarium, which is located at the anterior tip of the ovariole. The germarium harbours two to three stem cells at the very anterior, which divide to give rise to a daughter stem cell and a cystoblast. Each cystoblast begins to differentiate and undergoes four rounds of synchronous mitotic divisions followed by incomplete cytokinesis. The result of this process is the production of a 16-cell cyst in which all the cells are interconnected by ring canals. The 16-cell cyst is then surrounded by follicle cells to give rise to the fully formed egg chamber ([@b51]; [@b52]). In order to gain insight into the temporal requirement of different piRNA pathway activities, we employed pGFP-ZenvAS reporter lines, where a GFP-encoding cDNA was cloned upstream of a sequence derived from the *env* gene of the *Zam* retro-transposon ([@b13]). The expression of the sensor construct in ovarian tissues was obtained with the Act5C-Gal4 driver. The presence of a sequence from the *Zam* retro-transposon in this reporter renders the expression of the GFP sensitive to the activity of the piRNA machinery. Accordingly, the pGFP-ZenvAS reporter is silenced in the germline of wild-type females, while a similar sensor construct lacking the *zam* sequence is constitutively expressed in wild-type germaria ([Figure 1A, A′, B and B′](#f1){ref-type="fig"}; [@b13]). In contrast, mutations in *vas*, *aub*, *cuff* and *rhi* cause a severe deregulation of the reporter in germline tissues ([Figure 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). In mutants of *aub*, which encodes a key component of the piRNA biogenesis ([@b6]; [@b19]), and in *vas*, which encodes an eIF4A-like translation factor required for piRNA biogenesis ([@b53]; [@b32]), the reporter is highly deregulated in the 8-cell and 16-cell cysts in region 2B of the germarium ([Figure 1B, B′, C and C′](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, in the *cuff* and *rhi* mutants, high levels of GFP can be seen already at earlier stages of germline development ([Figure 1E, E′, F, and F′](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). The sensor construct is still strongly deregulated in stage 3--6 egg chambers in the *cuff* and *rhi* mutants, while only a faint GFP signal is produced in *vas* and *aub* after the cyst buds off from the germarium (data not shown). The sensor construct is not deregulated in flies heterozygous for *aub*, *cuff* and *rhi*, while it is partially derepressed in the *vas* heterozygous backgrounds ([Supplementary Figure S1A](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). A progressive loss of germ cells over time causes *cuff* mutant females to display empty ovarioles 10--12 days after eclosion ([@b10]). This observation led us to propose that Cuff function is required for stem-cell maintenance and/or division ([@b10]). In order to test whether Cuff is active in this cell type, we monitored the expression levels of the pGFP-ZenvAS construct in *cuff* mutant stem cells. Since mutations in distinct components of the piRNA pathway appear to differentially impact the reporter construct, we also analysed the expression levels of the sensor in stem cells of *vas*, *aub* and *rhi* mutants. This study revealed very limited or no deregulation in *vas* ([Figure 1B, A and A′](#f1){ref-type="fig"}) and *aub* stem cells ([Figure 1B, B and B′](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). In the *aub* mutants, however, we could sporadically find stem cells displaying a clear expression of the construct ([Supplementary Figure S1B](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). By contrast, mutations in Cuff and Rhi strongly deregulate the reporter in stem-cell position ([Figure 1B, C, C′, D and D′](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). Our data suggest that Cuff and Rhi activities are essential for transposon silencing during germline development, while Vas and Aub appear to exert a less prominent role in the silencing mechanism at these early stages.

Cuff localizes to discrete foci in germ-cell nuclei and is enriched in proximity and within heterochromatic domains
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We have previously reported that the Cuff protein displays cytoplasmic/nuage localization when a tripleHA--Cuff fusion protein is expressed in the wild-type germline ([@b10]). In order to gain further insight into the subcellular localization of the Cuff protein, we produced transgenic lines expressing EGFP-tagged Cuff chimeric proteins, where the EGFP sequence is fused either at the N-terminus of the protein or at the C-terminus. The expression of the EGFP--Cuff in the germline of wild-type individuals was initiated by the Nos-Gal4-VP16 driver and revealed a very intriguing distribution of this protein in the nurse cell nuclei of the developing egg chambers ([Figure 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). Different from our observation with the tripleHA--Cuff lines, we noticed that EGFP--Cuff forms distinct nuclear foci, which are readily detectable in the nurse cells ([Figure 2A and B](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). A very similar localization pattern was observed in transgenic lines expressing a Cuff--EGFP fusion protein bearing the EGFP at the C-terminus of Cuff (data not shown). To resolve the apparent discrepancy between the transgenic lines and unambiguously determine the localization of Cuff, we adopted different conditions for our antibody stainings whereby the initial fixation of the ovaries was followed by a mild Proteinase K treatment ([@b11]). This approach allowed more access of the reagents to the nuclei and confirmed the punctate Cuff distribution pattern both with anti-Cuff specific antibodies and the previously described tripleHA--Cuff transgenic lines ([Figure 2C](#f2){ref-type="fig"} and data not shown). Cuff-positive foci appear to be often clustered in regions next to the nuclear envelope, where the block of the heterochromatic sequences is generally located. A hallmark of heterochromatic regions is the presence of the Heterochromatin Protein 1A (HP1), which is encoded by the *Su(var)205* gene ([@b55]). HP1 levels are low early in oogenesis, when the cystoblast undergoes the first mitotic divisions and increase in the late mitotic cyst where HP1 labels the prominent heterochromatic blocks ([@b60]). To determine the distribution of Cuff with respect to heterochromatic domains, we labelled EGFP--Cuff expressing ovaries for HP1 ([Figure 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). This analysis revealed that the Cuff protein is particularly enriched within and next to heterochromatic regions ([Figure 2A--A″ and B--B″](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). Beginning in the late mitotic cyst and in all the following stages of egg chamber development, Cuff-positive foci extensively overlap with HP1. In fully formed egg chambers (stages 6--10), Cuff appears to be \>2-fold enriched in the major heterochromatic blocks of nurse cell nuclei with respect to the rest of the nucleoplasm ([Supplementary Figure S2A](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Cuff is also found in isolated foci dispersed in the nuclei, where HP1 is not clearly detectable. To gain further insight into Cuff nuclear localization, we analysed the position of the Cuff-positive foci with respect to the centromeres, which are largely composed of constitutive heterochromatic sequences. *Drosophila* centromeres are marked by the presence of the Histone H3 variant Centromere Identifier (CID) ([@b4]). Interestingly, immunostainings with anti-CID antibodies in EGFP--Cuff lines unveiled a significant accumulation of Cuff at centromeric/pericentromeric positions ([Figure 2C--C″](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). Approximately, 84% of randomly chosen centromeres (*n*=50, stage 6--8 egg chambers) that we analysed were tightly associated with distinct Cuff foci, while the remaining centromeres appeared to lie in regions where Cuff is apparently more dispersed or absent. These results were confirmed by co-immunostaining experiments performed with anti-Cuff and anti-CID-specific antibodies in wild-type ovaries ([Supplementary Figure S2B](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Our data, therefore, point to a role for Cuff in the regulation of genomic regions located in proximity of the centromeres and in general, within heterochromatic domains.

piRNA cluster expression is affected by mutations in cuff
---------------------------------------------------------

A significant fraction of the ovarian piRNA population is produced from piRNA clusters located in heterochromatic regions ([@b6]). For instance, the dual-strand cluster 1/42AB at the pericentromere of Chromosome 2R accounts for \>30% of the uniquely mapping piRNAs ([@b6]). The localization pattern of Cuff prompted us to investigate whether this protein is involved in regulation of the ovarian piRNA master loci. In order to monitor the expression levels for these clusters in the *cuff* mutant, we performed quantitative reverse transcription (qRT--PCR) assays with a set of specific oligonucleotides ([Figure 3A](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). In addition to the set of primers described by Klattenhoff and colleagues, we employed additional primer pairs along cluster 1/42AB. The full set of primers used in this study allowed the analyses of regions A, A′, B, B′, C, C′ and 1--32 within the cluster 1/42AB. These regions are positioned in a linear fashion within the cluster, with A being closer to the centromere and 1--32 more distal ([@b26]). Mutations in *cuff* appear to differentially affect the expression levels of different regions in cluster 1/42AB. When we compared *cuff* homozygous mutant ovaries versus heterozygous combination, we could detect a significant reduction in the transcripts produced from region A (∼40-fold), B′ (∼115-fold), C′ (∼20-fold) and 1--32 (∼20-fold) of cluster 1/42AB ([Figure 3A](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, region B displays an ∼40-fold upregulation of the transcripts levels ([Figure 3A](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). Finally, transcripts from regions A′ and C appear to be unaffected in the *cuff* mutant ovaries. Uni-strand clusters 2 and *flam* are apparently not altered by mutations in *cuff.* Our data suggest that the regulation of cluster 1/42AB, and possibly of other dual-strand piRNA clusters, differs from the well-characterized uni-strand *flam* locus. Genetic and molecular studies showed that the somatic *flam* cluster is likely to be transcribed from an external promoter to produce a transcript encompassing the entire locus ([@b6]; [@b33]). Different from *flam*, our data suggest that cluster 1/42AB does not follow this rule and is unlikely to produce a single transcript spanning the entire cluster. Dual-strand clusters are transcribed from both DNA strands in wild-type ovaries ([@b6]). As shown above, in the *cuff* mutant the expression levels of some regions within the 1/42AB locus are clearly altered. We, therefore, asked whether Cuff controls the expression of one or both DNA strands within the dual-strand clusters. To answer this question, we performed strand-specific qRT--PCR on regions A and B and on the cluster 1--32, which displayed a significant change in the *cuff* mutant background ([Figure 3B](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). This analysis revealed that in the absence of a functional Cuff protein transcripts from both DNA strands of region A and 1--32 are downregulated, while transcripts produced from both strands of region B appear to be upregulated.

Mutations in the cuff gene cause a dramatic depletion of the piRNA population
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Our analyses suggest that Cuff is involved in the regulation of the dual-strand piRNA cluster 1/42AB, while it is seems to be dispensable for the expression of the uni-strand clusters 2 and *flam*. The abnormal transcript levels of the cluster 1/42AB in the *cuff* mutant are expected to impact the piRNA population and alter the production of the corresponding piRNA complement. To test this hypothesis, we generated small RNA libraries from *cuff* mutant ovaries and compared them with libraries derived from control ovaries. The analysis of the piRNA population revealed that 74.08% of the total piRNAs identified in the wild-type libraries are lost in the *cuff* mutant ([Figure 4A and B](#f4){ref-type="fig"}). The piRNA population is composed of two classes of molecules, piRNAs that are 'sense\' with respect to the canonical transposon sequences and piRNAs that are antisense to these elements. Cuff mutations result in a significant reduction of both sense and antisense piRNA populations, whereby 70.92% sense and 79.84% antisense piRNAs are depleted in the absence of the Cuff protein. In order to validate our libraries, we performed northern blot analyses on two piRNAs, which are particularly abundant in the wild-type ovaries, but are depleted in the *cuff* mutant. Both the *Het-A* piRNA and the previously described AT-chX-1 piRNA can be detected in the control lane, while they are absent in the *cuff* lane ([Figure 4C](#f4){ref-type="fig"}). AT-chX-1 was previously shown to target the *vas* gene in the *Drosophila* male gonad and to be expressed in an Ago3-dependent fashion in ovaries ([@b37]; [@b29]; [@b35]). In addition, we tested whether mutations in *cuff* impact the production of miRNAs in the *Drosophila* ovaries. To this aim, we performed northern blot analyses on miR-310 and miR-184, which are very abundant in the female germline ([@b43]; [@b22]). Northern blotting analysis with anti-miR-310- and anti-miR-184-specific probes reveals that none of these miRNAs is affected in the *cuff* mutant ovaries ([Figure 4C](#f4){ref-type="fig"}). These results validate our small RNA libraries. The analysis of piRNAs that map to unique positions in the genome provides a useful approach to define the piRNA clusters and monitor the production of piRNAs from these loci ([@b6]; [@b29]; [@b32]). piRNA density along the piRNA clusters dispersed in the genome unveiled a substantial (\>80%) depletion of both sense and antisense piRNAs corresponding to the major dual-strand clusters 1/42AB and 1--32 ([Figure 4D](#f4){ref-type="fig"}; [Supplementary Figures S3 and S5](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Of the 27 dual-strand clusters, 24 fail to produce the proper complement of piRNA molecules in the Cuff mutant ([Supplementary Figures S3 and S5](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). piRNAs originating from the dual-strand clusters can be both sense and antisense with respect to transposon sequences ([@b6]). A subset of these molecules engages in a ping-pong mechanism, which is thought to amplify the piRNA population and enhance the silencing of the TEs ([@b6]). Intriguingly, mutations in *cuff* significantly affect this population and cause a disruption of the ping-pong signal, suggesting that Cuff is involved in the production of piRNAs, which fuel the amplification mechanism ([Figure 4D](#f4){ref-type="fig"}; [Supplementary Figure S4](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). A few loci in the genome, including the uni-strand clusters 2 and *flam*, are instead populated by polarized transposons and transposon remnants ([@b42]; [@b14]; [@b6]; [@b33]; [@b32]). Transcription of these loci occurs only from one genomic DNA strand and gives rise mostly to antisense piRNAs ([@b6]). These molecules are not involved in the amplification cycle and the mechanisms underlying their biogenesis are largely unclear. Consistent with a germline-specific function of Cuff, piRNAs produced from the *flam* locus, which is only expressed in the somatic follicle cells, are not significantly affected by *cuff* mutations ([Figure 4D](#f4){ref-type="fig"}); their population in the *cuff* mutant is only 6% lower than in wild type. Surprisingly, piRNAs derived from the cluster 2 are 22.69% of wild type in the absence of the Cuff protein ([Figure 4D](#f4){ref-type="fig"}). This observation suggests that Cuff is required for the production of piRNAs from this locus, even though mutations in *cuff* do not seem to alter its expression levels.

We next sought to determine the impact of mutations in *cuff* on the global piRNA population. To this aim, we analysed the piRNA density along the canonical transposon families taking into account all the normalized reads mapping to each transposon sequence ([Figure 5](#f5){ref-type="fig"}; [Supplementary Figure S6](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This analysis revealed that both sense and antisense piRNAs corresponding to 46 transposon families are lost or strongly reduced in the *cuff* mutant. For these families, the sense and antisense piRNA populations are on average 8.7 and 8.8% (respectively) of those in the wild type. Three such families include the *HeT-A*, *jockey* and *roo* elements ([Figure 5](#f5){ref-type="fig"}; [Supplementary Figure S6](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). piRNAs corresponding to these families display a strong 10 nt overlap and engage in the ping-pong amplification loop. Mutations in *cuff* cause a strong depletion of piRNAs and disrupt the ping-pong mechanism ([Figure 5](#f5){ref-type="fig"}; [Supplementary Figure S6](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). For 22 transposon families, including *gypsy*, *idefix* and *Zam*, sense piRNAs are downregulated, while the levels of antisense piRNAs appear unaffected or increased ([Figure 5](#f5){ref-type="fig"}; [Supplementary Figure S6](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). On average, the sense piRNA populations for these transposon families are 9.6% of those in the wild type. The *gypsy*, *idefix* and *Zam* elements are active in the somatic follicle cells of the ovary, where they are controlled by the *flam* locus ([@b41], [@b40]; [@b42]; [@b14], [@b13]; [@b45]; [@b33]). However, Cuff does not appear to have a function in the somatic tissues, thus suggesting that the differences in the piRNA levels are caused by a depletion of a germline piRNA set in the *cuff* mutant. Surprisingly, the *zam* sequence employed in the pGFP-ZenvAS reporter ([@b13]) appears to be devoid of piRNAs, thus suggesting that the regulation of the sensor construct might not directly rely on these molecules (see Discussion). Mutations in *cuff* significantly reduce the antisense piRNAs corresponding to 20 transposon families, including the rover and Nof transposons, while the decline of the sense piRNAs is less dramatic ([Figure 5](#f5){ref-type="fig"}; [Supplementary Figure S5](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). On average, the antisense piRNA populations for these elements are 11.7% of those in the wild type, with the sense populations varying from 21 to 100% of those in wild type. Finally, only for the *TART* family of telomere-specific retro-transposons, including the *TART-A*, *TART-B* and *TART-C* variants, did we observe an increase in the corresponding sense and antisense piRNAs ([Figure 5](#f5){ref-type="fig"}; [Supplementary Figure S5](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). While part of these molecules might represent degradation products of the *TART* transcripts, our data suggest that different transposon classes are differentially affected by mutations in the Cuff protein.

Cuff colocalizes and physically interacts with the HP1 variant Rhino
--------------------------------------------------------------------

The role of Cuff in the expression of piRNA clusters and its localization within nurse cell nuclei prompted us to investigate whether this protein is found in a complex with Rhi ([@b56]; [@b26]). This HP1 variant was recently shown to bind specific regions in the cluster 1/42AB and promote the transcription of dual-strand piRNA clusters ([@b26]). Since Rhi displays a similar nuclear localization pattern as Cuff, we first sought to determine whether these proteins colocalize in the *Drosophila* germline. To this aim, we performed Rhi and Cuff co-immunostainings in wild-type ovaries and found that the two proteins strongly colocalize already in early stages of oogenesis ([Figure 6A--A″](#f6){ref-type="fig"}). Nuclear foci of Cuff/Rhino colocalization are clearly detectable in the late mitotic cysts, while they are less apparent during the first mitotic divisions of the cystoblasts. Cuff and Rhi strongly colocalize throughout oogenesis and in later egg chambers they are readily detectable in discrete nurse cell nuclear foci ([Figure 6B--B″ and C--C″](#f6){ref-type="fig"}). In addition to the extensive colocalization, Cuff-specific staining can also be observed in regions where Rhi is reduced or absent ([Figure 6C--C″](#f6){ref-type="fig"}, arrows), thus suggesting that Cuff may have additional targets during oogenesis. The significant overlap between Cuff and Rhi localization patterns prompted us to investigate whether these proteins are part of the same complex and physically interact. Co-immunoprecipitation assays on EGFP--Cuff expressing ovaries followed by western blotting with anti-Rhi antibodies confirmed this hypothesis ([Figure 6D](#f6){ref-type="fig"}). A signal at ∼47 kDa can be observed in the input lanes of both EGFP--Cuff and control (OrR ovaries) samples ([Figure 6D](#f6){ref-type="fig"}, input lanes), which roughly corresponds to the molecular weight of Rhi (46.3 kDa). A prominent band migrating approximately at the same molecular weight can be detected in EGFP--Cuff immunoprecipitates, which most likely corresponds to the Rhi protein ([Figure 6](#f6){ref-type="fig"}, IP lanes). Conversely, only a faint signal can be detected in the control lane (OrR ovaries), which most likely represents an unspecific signal ([Figure 6D](#f6){ref-type="fig"}, IP lanes). A reciprocal IP using Rhino--GFP and HA--Cuff lines confirmed the interaction (data not shown). In this study, we demonstrate that Cuff is enriched in heterochromatic domains ([Figure 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). Therefore, we tested whether the interaction between Cuff and Rhi is specific or whether Cuff is generally associated with heterochromatin proteins. To this aim, we probed the input and IP samples described above with antibodies specific for the HP1 protein (reviewed in [@b55]). We could detect a signal at ∼25 kDa in the EGFP--Cuff and OrR input lanes ([Figure 6D](#f6){ref-type="fig"}, input lanes), which roughly corresponds to the molecular weight of HP1 (predicted 23.2 kDa). However, no signal can be detected in the EGFP--Cuff and in the OrR IP lanes ([Figure 6D](#f6){ref-type="fig"}, IP lanes). Cuff and Rhi, therefore, interact specifically and appear to be components of a nuclear complex, which exerts a prominent role in the expression of the piRNA clusters. It is conceivable that the activity of one protein is necessary to recruit the other to specific sites in the genome. Alternatively, both proteins are required to assemble and/or stabilize a piRNA cluster regulatory complex. In order to test these hypotheses, we performed immunostaining experiments on wild-type and *cuff* mutant ovaries with anti-Rhi-specific antibodies. As previously reported ([@b26]), Rhi accumulates in distinct nuclear foci in wild-type egg chambers ([Figure 6E](#f6){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, Rhi is no longer found in nuclear speckles in *cuff* mutant egg chambers, where it appears dispersed in the nucleoplasm ([Figure 6F](#f6){ref-type="fig"}). In the reciprocal assay, we asked whether mutations in Rhi abolish the accumulation pattern of Cuff ([Figure 6G](#f6){ref-type="fig"}). Immunostaining experiments on *rhi* ovaries with anti-Cuff-specific antibodies revealed that Cuff fails to properly localize in the *rhi* mutant and, similar to Rhi in the *cuff* ovaries, is dispersed in the nurse cell nucleoplasm ([Figure 6H](#f6){ref-type="fig"}). We conclude that both Cuff and Rhi contribute to the assembly and/or stability of a nuclear complex involved in the regulation of the piRNA clusters.

Cuff is enriched at the dual-strand piRNA cluster 1/42AB
--------------------------------------------------------

The significant similarities between Cuff and Rhi accumulation pattern and function in the piRNA cluster regulation prompted us to investigate whether Cuff is able to bind specific regions within the major piRNA clusters. To this aim, we performed Chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) assays on ovarian extracts isolated from EGFP--Cuff expressing lines ([Figure 6I](#f6){ref-type="fig"}). Control experiments were performed with antibodies specific for proteins not involved in the piRNA pathway. We analysed four regions in cluster 1/42AB, namely 1A, 1B, 1C and 1--32, regions 2A and 2B within cluster 2 and one region in the *flam* locus ([@b26]). In addition, we analysed Cuff enrichment at the euchromatic genes *rosy* (*ry*) and *rpr49* (*rp49*). For each assay, the enrichment was calculated as a fraction of the input chromatin. Cuff appears to be enriched in regions 1A, 1C and 1--32 of cluster 1/42AB, but not in region 1B, compared with the *ry* and *rp49* genes. We failed to detect an enrichment of DNA sequences derived from cluster 2, including regions 2A and 2B, and *flam* in the EGFP--Cuff ChIP assays with respect to the euchromatic genes. Since the Cuff protein does not display any conserved DNA binding domains, it is likely that the interaction between Cuff and DNA sequences in the cluster 1/42AB is mediated by Rhi.

piRNA pathway components are mislocalized in the cuff mutant ovaries
--------------------------------------------------------------------

piRNA biogenesis seems to occur mainly in a perinuclear organelle known as 'nuage\' ([@b16]; [@b50]; [@b25]; [@b31]; [@b38]). This conserved organelle surrounds the nurse cell nuclei in wild-type individuals and hosts a number of activities, including the Tudor-domain protein Tejas (Tej), the translation factor Vas and the Argonaute proteins Aub and Ago3 ([Figure 7A, C, E and G](#f7){ref-type="fig"}), which control the different steps of piRNA production ([@b20]; [@b30]; [@b29]; [@b32]; [@b39]). Immunostaining experiments with anti-Tej, anti-Vas, anti-Aub and anti-Ago3 antibodies revealed that all these proteins lose their perinuclear localization and appear dispersed in the nurse cell cytoplasm in the *cuff* mutant egg chambers ([Figure 7B, D, F and H](#f7){ref-type="fig"}). These findings indicate that Cuff activity is necessary to preserve the integrity of the nuage. While cytoplasmic Cuff may exert a more direct role in nuage assembly/maintenance ([@b10]), it is also possible that cluster-derived transcripts, whose production depends on nuclear Cuff, are critical to preserve nuage integrity. In contrast, we found that mutations in *vas*, *aub* and *ago3* do not appear to affect the nuclear accumulation of Cuff (data not shown).

Different from the Piwi-clade Argonaute proteins Aub and Ago3, which display a germline-specific function, Piwi is expressed in both germ cells and somatic follicle cells throughout oogenesis ([@b12]; [@b43]; [@b6]; [@b37]). In these tissues, Piwi primarily localizes to the nucleus ([@b12]). It has been shown that Piwi nuclear accumulation in the germline relies on the activity of Vas, Aub and other piRNA pathway factors ([@b26]; [@b32]). We, therefore, asked whether *cuff* is required for the expression/localization of Piwi. Immunostaining experiments revealed that Piwi is apparently unaffected in the fully formed *cuff* egg chambers (stages 3--10), where it mostly retains the nuclear accumulation pattern ([Figure 7I and J](#f7){ref-type="fig"}). However, Piwi is strongly reduced or dispersed in the *cuff* mutant germaria ([Figure 7K and L](#f7){ref-type="fig"}). Similarly, we could detect a significant loss of nuclear Piwi in the germaria of the *vas* ([Figure 7M](#f7){ref-type="fig"}) and *aub* ([Figure 7N](#f7){ref-type="fig"}) mutants. It is possible that Piwi is particularly sensitive to the loss of piRNAs at this early stage and requires a full complement of piRNAs to be targeted or anchored in the nucleus.

Discussion
==========

In *Drosophila*, piRNAs are mostly produced from discrete genomic loci, termed piRNA clusters, which are composed of repetitive sequences and inactive transposon remnants ([@b6]). The major piRNA clusters, including the dual-strand cluster 1/42AB and the uni-strand cluster 2 and *flam*, are located at the border between euchromatic and heterochromatic regions or within the major heterochromatic domains ([@b6]). Heterochromatic states have been generally associated with transcriptionally repressed genomic loci ([@b55]). The expression of the piRNA clusters, therefore, needs to be tightly controlled to ensure piRNA production, while the heterochromatin is being assembled. Here, we report the functional characterization of Cuff, a *Drosophila* protein with similarity to the yeast transcription termination factor Rai1 ([@b58]; [@b24]; [@b10]), and we show that this protein controls piRNA cluster expression and piRNA production during *Drosophila* germline development. We show that Cuff is critical for the correct levels of transcripts produced from the major dual-strand cluster 1/42AB in the pericentromere of chromosome II. piRNAs originating from this locus and from virtually all the dual-strand clusters dispersed in the genome, are substantially reduced or depleted in the *cuff* mutant. Consistent with a germline-specific function of Cuff, mutations in this protein do not impact the *flam* locus, which is known to be active only in the somatic follicle cells ([@b41]; [@b42]; [@b14]; [@b6]; [@b33]; [@b32]). Our data suggest that Cuff regulates the piRNA master loci presumably acting in a complex with the HP1 variant Rhi. Both Cuff and Rhi are enriched at the cluster 1/42AB, while they do not interact with sequences in the cluster 2 and *flam*. These observations strongly suggest that a Cuff/Rhi complex regulates the transcription of the dual-strand piRNA clusters. The activity of this complex appears to be crucial for the expression of the dual-strand clusters and might be critical to overcome the complexity of these genomic loci, where bidirectional transcription of the different elements can potentially hinder the production of the proper piRNA population. Different from Rhi, *cuff* also affects the production of piRNAs from some uni-strand clusters, including the major cluster 2. Our ChIP assays, however, failed to reveal a significant enrichment of Cuff at this locus. It is, therefore, likely that the loss of piRNAs from cluster 2 is not directly caused by mutations in the Cuff protein, but it might rather ensue from the disruption of the nuage observed in the *cuff* ovaries and the mislocalization of factors required for piRNA production. Nevertheless, the comparison of *cuff* and *rhi* piRNA libraries revealed some interesting differences between the two mutants ([Supplementary Figure S4](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). For instance, mutations in *cuff* appear to have a more prominent impact on the sense piRNA population compared with the *rhi* mutant, thus suggesting that these proteins might display partially different functions in piRNA cluster expression and piRNA production ([Supplementary Figure S4](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Intriguingly, the expression levels of the piRNA clusters in the *cuff* mutant do not precisely mirror the profiles of the corresponding piRNA population. One would predict that the depletion of a specific piRNA set would ensue from a general downregulation of the corresponding cluster-derived transcripts. While some regions within cluster 1/42AB are clearly downregulated in the *cuff* mutant, other regions are not affected and only one, among those we analysed, appears to be upregulated. These data point to a role for Cuff in the transcriptional control of dual-strand cluster expression, whereby this protein may be required to activate/permit the transcription of these loci. In the absence of Cuff, cluster-derived piRNA precursor transcripts do not accumulate, thus leading to a general collapse of the piRNA population. It is noteworthy that some regions in the cluster 1/42AB are not affected in the *cuff* mutant. This observation suggests that the dual-strand clusters might not produce single transcripts spanning the entire locus, as it is the case for the *flam* locus ([@b6]), but they might be rather transcribed by multiple internal and external promoters.

It has been recently reported that mutations in the Argonaute proteins Piwi and Aub reduce the expression levels of genomic regions located within or next to the piRNA clusters ([@b34]). In these mutants, HP1 spreading triggers a significant repression of the piRNA loci, which led to the proposal that in *Drosophila*, piRNAs ensure the transcription of the clusters by counteracting the spreading of heterochromatic states ([@b34]). Remarkably, the recruitment of Cuff and Rhi to nuclear foci early in oogenesis seems to parallel the assembly of the major heterochromatic blocks. The levels of Cuff, Rhi and HP1 are low in the stem cells and in the early mitotic cyst, while these proteins appear to accumulate in the late mitotic cyst, where they extensively colocalize in specific regions of the nuclei. It is, therefore, tempting to speculate that Cuff and Rhino might protect the clusters from the repressive effects associated with the assembly of the major heterochromatic blocks, which takes place early in oogenesis while the germ cells undergo the mitotic divisions ([@b60]).

Mutations in *cuff* negate the production of both sense and antisense piRNAs corresponding to 46 transposon families. For a significant number of transposons only piRNAs matching one DNA strand seem to be affected in *cuff*, while piRNAs corresponding to a few transposon families are apparently unaltered. It is noteworthy that the *HeT-A* and *TART* retro-transposons, which are involved in the maintenance of telomere integrity, display contrasting piRNA profiles despite the fact that the transcript levels of both these elements are upregulated in *cuff* ovaries ([@b10]). Virtually, all the piRNAs corresponding to *HeT-A* sequences are depleted in the *cuff* mutant, which might account for the severe deregulation of this retro-transposon in the absence of Cuff. Conversely, we could identify only a limited number of piRNAs matching *TART* sequences in wild-type ovaries, while a surprising variety of reads corresponding to this element are produced in *cuff* mutant ovaries. Similar to the piRNA clusters, also the different classes of transposons appear to undergo differential regulation, and it will be a challenge for the future to uncover the underlying rules.

The introduction of a sensor transgene based on the *Zam* retro-transposon in the germline of *cuff*, *rhi*, *vas* and *aub* flies allowed us to gain further insight into the temporal requirement of these proteins during *Drosophila* oogenesis. *Zam* is an LTR retro-transposon, which is specifically repressed in the ovarian follicle cells by the piRNAs produced from the *flam* locus ([@b41]; [@b14], [@b13]). While the sensor transgene is consistently repressed in wild-type germ cells, it is significantly deregulated in *cuff*, *rhi*, *vas* and *aub* germline. The silencing of the reporter appears to be very sensitive to mutations in *cuff* and *rhi*, which produce a strong GFP signal in stem and germ cells as well as in fully formed egg chambers. Mutations in *vas* and *aub* instead seem to have a milder impact on the sensor construct, whereby a detectable GFP signal is mostly observed in the dividing or late mitotic cysts. The mechanism by which the sensor construct is silenced in wild-type ovaries is unlikely to mirror the piRNA-dependent repression of the *Zam* retro-transposon in somatic cells, since mutations in *cuff* do not impact the production of piRNAs from the *flam* locus. Similarly, *flam* piRNA levels are unaltered in *rhi*, *aub* and *vas* mutant backgrounds ([@b26]; [@b32]). These observations reveal that *Zam* sequences can be targeted for silencing also in germline tissues in a *flam*-independent fashion. Interestingly, we did not detect piRNAs corresponding to the *env* fragment neither in wild-type nor in the *cuff* mutant libraries. While we cannot exclude that the expression of the sensor transgene induced by the Act5C-Gal4 driver in the wild-type germline might trigger the production of piRNAs directed against the reporter, it is possible that the silencing of the pGFP-ZenvAS transgene might not proceed through a piRNA-based mechanism. Since nuclear Piwi is dramatically lost in the germaria of all these mutants, it is also unlikely that the strong deregulation of the reporter observed in *cuff* and *rhi* mutant stem and germ cells is primarily caused by Piwi mislocalization. Instead, these results suggest that Cuff and Rhi might act upstream of Piwi to regulate the expression of the piRNA clusters and ensure piRNA production early in oogenesis. The mature piRNAs are then loaded into Piwi and serve to drive the nuclear accumulation of this protein. It is conceivable that the activity of Cuff and Rhi protects the piRNA clusters from the repressing effects associated with heterochromatin formation. In later stages, Vas, Aub and most likely other piRNA pathway components might further contribute to the maintenance of active transcription at these loci.

Mutations in *cuff* cause a progressive loss of germ cells, including stem cells, over time ([@b10]). In addition, previous studies have implicated germline Piwi in the control of germ-cell division rate, while somatic Piwi is required for stem-cell self-renewal ([@b12]). Our current data strongly suggest that stem- and germ-cell loss in the *cuff* mutant is caused by a failure to express the piRNA master loci. In the absence of primary piRNAs, the entire piRNA machinery is dispersed and Piwi fails to accumulate in the stem- and germ-cell nuclei, thus further contributing to the *cuff* phenotype.

piRNA-based mechanisms appear to be conserved across the phyla and homologues of the Piwi-clade Argonaute proteins are present in organisms as distant as flies and mouse ([@b23]; [@b44]; [@b48]). Similarly, members of the Rai1 superfamily can be found both in unicellular organisms and in higher Eukaryotes. Therefore, it is conceivable that specific Rai1 and HP1 variants might exist in other organisms and, similar to *Drosophila*, their interaction might ensure the maintenance of genome integrity during stem- and germ-cell division.

Materials and methods
=====================

Fly stocks
----------

*cuff*^WM25^, *cuff*^QQ37^, *cuff*^RI67^, *cuff*^WL25^ and *cuff*^RN48^ *aub*^QC42^ were isolated in female sterile screens on the second chromosome ([@b46], [@b47]). *vas*^*PH165*^ is a null allele ([@b53]). *rhi*^02086^ and *rhi*^KG00910^ ([@b56]) (Bloomington Stock Center) alleles are caused by P-element insertions. In this study, *rhi* alleles were crossed to a deficiency spanning the *rhi* locus, Df(2R)Exel17149 (Bloomington Stock Center). OreR, *cn bw* or *cuff* heterozygous flies were used as wild-type control. Marker mutations and balancers are described in flybase (<http://flybase.org>).

pUAS-EGFP_Cuff and pUAS-EGFP lines are described in [Supplementary Materials and methods](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Reporter lines pUAS-GFP-ZenvAS were kindly provided by Chantal Vaury ([@b13]).

Immunohistology, immunoprecipitation and western analyses
---------------------------------------------------------

Antibody stainings were performed as previously described ([@b36]). Mouse anti-α-Spectrin antibody 3A9 at 1:100 (Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank), mouse anti-HP1 antibody was used at 1:200 (Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank), rabbit anti-H3K9triMeth was used at 1:200 (Upstate), guinea pig anti-Rhi (a gift from William Theurkauf) was used at 1:1000, goat anti-Vasa antibody (Santa Cruz Biotechnology) was used at 1:1000, chicken anti-CID antibody (a gift from G Karpen) at 1:1000, rabbit anti-Tejas (a gift from T Kai) at 1:1000, rabbit anti-Ago3, rabbit anti-Piwi and rabbit anti-Aub (gifts from Julius Brennecke) at 1:1000.

IP and western analyses were performed as previously described ([@b10]; [@b38]). EGFP--Cuff was pulled down with anti-GFP antibodies (Novus Biologicals). Western blotting was carried on with guinea pig anti-Rhino antibody and mouse anti-HP1 diluted 1:1000 in TBST.

qRT--PCR and northern blot
--------------------------

For RNA analysis, total RNA was isolated using Trizol (Invitrogen). Total RNA was treated with Turbo DNA-free kit to remove contaminant DNA (Ambion). Reverse Transcription (RT) was performed with the SuperScript^™^ III Reverse Transcriptase (Invitrogen).

Quantitative RT--PCR was performed with the ABI Prism^®^ 7900 system (AME Bioscience). Each reaction consisted of 50 ng first-strand cDNA template. For each mutant genotype, three separate RNA samples were prepared. Statistical analysis was performed with Microsoft Office Excel software. For strand-specific qRT--PCR, RT of the template RNA was carried on with primers specific for cluster 1/42AB. Primer sets for the piRNA cluster analyses are described in Klattenhoff *et al* (2009). Control primers for the Rpr49 RNAs are described in [@b10]. Additional primer pairs specific to cluster 1/42AB are listed below:

Region A′Fw5′-AAGACCCAATTTTTGCGTCGC-3′Rev5′-CAAGGATAGGGATTTGGTCC-3′

Region B′Fw5′-CTATTATTGGCACTGCTATCC-3′Rev5′-GGACCAATTAGCGCGAAGAC-3′

Region C′Fw5′-CTATCGTATAGATAGTGATATTC-3′Rev5′-AACCAAGTTCATCTTGTATAGC-3′.

Northern blot analysis for the detection of small RNAs was performed as previously described ([@b28]; [@b38]). DNA probes for the detection of 2S rRNA, AT-chX-1 and miR-310 were previously described ([@b43]; [@b37]; [@b38]). DNA probes for miR-184 and Het-A piRNAs are listed below: miR-184 probe5′-GCCCTTATCAGTTCTCCGTCCA-3′Het-A probe5′-TCCCGTGTCCTGTTTTTCCTTTCA-3′.

Chromatin immunoprecipitation
-----------------------------

ChIP assays on EGFP--Cuff expressing flies were performed according to [@b5]. Flies were fed on yeast for 2/3 days and 60 ovaries for each assay were isolated in ice-cold PBS. Ovaries were fixed in 1.8% paraformaldehyde for 10′ on ice and rinsed 3 × in PBS. Subsequently, nuclei were extracted in hypotonic buffer and fixed again as described above. Paraformaldehyde fixation was blocked with 125 mM Glycine. After three washes in hypotonic buffer, the nuclei were resuspended in lysis buffer and subjected to three rounds of sonication on a Digital Sonifier (Branson) for 12″ at 20% power input with 2′ on ice between each cycle. After this treatment, DNA fragments displayed an average 200 bp length on a 2% agarose gel. Sheared chromatin was cleared by centrifugation at 13 000 r.p.m. and the supernatant was incubated with rabbit anti-GFP antibodies (Novus Biologicals) overnight at 4°C. Control experiments were performed with rabbit anti-EGFR antibodies (Santa Cruz) under the same conditions. Immunocomplexes were subsequently isolated by incubation with Protein G magnetic beads (Invitrogen) for 4 h at 4°C and washed as described in [@b5]. Biological duplicates were generated for each experimental sample. DNA samples were subjected to qRT--PCR analyses as described above. Primer pairs adopted in this assay are described in [@b26].

Small RNA library production and deep sequencing
------------------------------------------------

Small RNA libraries from the *cn bw* control line, and from *cuff*^wm25^ homozygous ovaries were produced with the Small RNA Library Prep Kit (Illumina). Briefly, 20 μg total RNA extracted from the different genotypes was separated on a 15% denaturing polyacrylamide/urea gel electrophoresis (Invitrogen) for 1 h at 200 V. A gel slice corresponding to 18--30-nt-long RNAs was isolated and small RNAs were eluted and processed with the Small RNA Library Prep Kit as per the manufacturer\'s instructions. Small RNA libraries were subsequently sequenced on the Solexa Genome Analyzer II platform. The bioinformatic analysis of the piRNA libraries is described in details in [Supplementary Materials and methods](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.
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![(**A**) The pGFP-ZenvAS reporter is deregulated in the germaria of *cuff*, *aub*, *rhi* and *vas* mutants. (A, A′) The pGFP-ZenvAS reporter is silenced in wild-type (wt) ovaries. (B, B′) A GFP sensor construct lacking the Zenv sequence is constitutively deregulated in wild-type ovaries. (C, C′) Expression of the pGFP-ZenvAS sensor transgene is visibly increased in stage 4-cell and 8-cell cysts of *vas*^PH165^ homozygous mutant germaria. (D, D′) Mutations in *aub* deregulate the pGFP-ZenvAS reporter in the late mitotic cyst. (E, E′) Expression of the reporter is dramatically upregulated in the *cuff* mutant germaria. (F, F′) Mutations in *rhi* cause a significant derepression of the sensor construct. The branching spectrosome/fusome, which interconnects the dividing cells in the mitotic cyst, is visualized with anti-α-Spectrin antibody (red). (A′--F′) GFP single channels. (**B**) The expression of the pGFP-ZenvAS sensor is differentially affected in stem cells of *vas*, *aub*, *cuff* and *rhi* mutants. The sensor construct is silenced in *vas* (A, A′) and *aub* (B, B′) mutant stem cells. Mutations in *cuff* (C, C′) and *rhi* (D, D′) cause a significant derepression of the reporter in stem-cell position. The spectrosome/fusome is visualized with anti-α-Spectrin antibody (red).](emboj2011334f1){#f1}

![Cuff localizes to centromeric/pericentromeric and heterochromatic regions. (**A**--**A″**) Wild-type germarium expressing the EGFP--Cuff chimeric protein (**A**, green and **A′**, single channel) labelled with anti-HP1 antibody (**A**, red and **A″**, single channel). EGFP--Cuff localizes to nuclear speckles and appears enriched in heterochromatic regions marked with HP1 (arrows). (**B**--**B″**) EGFP--Cuff (**B**, green and **B′**, single channel) extensively overlaps with HP1 (**B**, red and **B″**, single channel) in nurse cell nuclei of stage 6 egg chambers (arrows). (**C**--**C″**) EGFP--Cuff (**C**, green and **C′**, single channel) ovaries labelled with anti-CID antibody (**C**, red and **C″**, single channel). Cuff is enriched in proximity of the centromeres (arrows).](emboj2011334f2){#f2}

![Cuff regulates piRNA cluster expression. (**A**) qRT--PCR analysis of the transcripts produced from cluster 1/42AB (regions A, A′, B, B′, C, C′ and 1--32) cluster 2 (regions A and B) and *flam*. Mutations in *cuff* cause a downregulation of the regions A, B′, C′ and 1--32 of cluster 1/42AB, while region B is upregulated. Regions A′ and C are not affected by mutations in *cuff*. Cluster 2 and *flam* appear unaffected in the *cuff* mutant. Asterisks mark the region of Cl1/42AB, which were subjected to strand-specific qRT--PCR (**B**). The fold difference between *cuff* mutant and wild type is reported on the *Y* axis. (**B**) Strand-specific qRT--PCR analysis of cluster 1/42AB regions A, B and 1--32. Mutations in *cuff* affect the expression levels of both plus and minus genomic DNA strands. The fold difference between *cuff* mutant and wild type is reported on the *Y* axis.](emboj2011334f3){#f3}

![Analysis of the piRNA levels in the *cuff* mutant ovaries. (**A**) Pie chart displaying the total number of reads of small RNAs in *cuff* and control (wt) ovaries. (**B**) Length distribution of the uniquely mapped sequence reads in the *cuff* and control libraries. Mutations in *cuff* cause an approximate 74% reduction of the piRNA population. A second peak at 21/22 nt corresponds to a heterogeneous population formed by piRNAs and endo-siRNAs. This class of small RNAs is not dramatically affected in *cuff* ovaries. (**C**) Northern blot analyses on Het-A-specific and AT-chX-1 piRNAs in wild-type and *cuff* mutant ovaries. Both piRNAs are detected in the wild-type lane, while they are absent in the *cuff* lane. Northern blot analyses on the abundant miR-310 and miR-184 reveal that mutations in *cuff* do not affect the production/stability of these miRNAs. (**D**) Analysis of uniquely mapping piRNAs produced by cluster 1/42AB, cluster 2 and *flam* in wt (left) and *cuff* mutant (right). For cluster 1/42AB, piRNA densities along the cluster, length distribution and ping-pong signal are displayed. For cluster 2 and *flam*, piRNA densities along the cluster and length distribution are displayed.](emboj2011334f4){#f4}

![Mutations in *cuff* strongly reduce the piRNA levels. Log~2~ ratio of the normalized number of piRNA reads between the *cuff* mutant and the wild type for the canonical transposon sequences (left). For each transposon, sense (+) and antisense (−) piRNAs are reported as reduced (green), unaffected (white) or increased (red); for the vast majority of the transposons, the corresponding piRNA set is reduced (colour key and histogram). The *HeT-A*, *TART*, *rover* and *Zam* transposable elements, which are analysed in more details (right), are highlighted (^\*^). For each of these transposons, piRNA densities along the canonical sequence, length distribution and ping-pong signal are analysed in wt and *cuff* mutant ovaries. The blue line indicates the position of the *Zam* fragment adopted in the pGFP-ZenvAS reporter line ([@b13]).](emboj2011334f5){#f5}

![Cuff and Rhi extensively colocalize in germline nuclear foci and physically interact. (**A**--**A″**) Immunostaining assay with anti-Cuff (**A**, red and **A″**, single channel) and anti-Rhi (**A**, green and **A′**, single channel) antibodies in wild-type germaria. (**B**--**B″**) Nurse cell nuclei of stage 10 egg chambers expressing EGFP--Cuff (**B**, green and **B″**, single channel) stained with anti-Rhi antibody (**B**, red and **B′**, single channel). (**C**--**C″**) Nurse cell nuclei of stage 10 egg chambers immunostained with anti-Cuff (**C**, red and **C″**, single channel) and ant-Rhi (**C**, green and **C′**, single channel) antibodies. Arrows indicate Cuff-positive foci, which do not colocalize with Rhi. DNA was labelled with Hoechst (**A**--**C**, blue). (**D**) Cuff and Rhi physically interact. IP on control lines (OrR) and EGFP--Cuff ovarian extracts was performed with anti-GFP antibodies and followed by western blotting with anti-Rhi antibodies. A 37-kDa band corresponding to the molecular weight of Rhi can be detected in the input extracts. Rhi is efficiently immunoprecipitated from EGFP--Cuff extracts, while a faint background signal is present in the OrR lane. (**E**--**H**) Immunostaining assays on stage 6--10 wt and *cuff* egg chambers. Rhi localizes to nuclear speckles in wt nurse cell nuclei (**E**), while it appears dispersed in the nucleoplasm of *cuff* egg chambers (**F**). In the reciprocal assay, Cuff localizes to nurse cell nuclear foci in wt stage 6--10 egg chambers (**G**), while it is dispersed in the nucleoplasm of *rhi* mutant ovaries. (**I**) Chromatin immunoprecipitation assay on ovarian extracts obtained from EGFP--Cuff expressing flies. Cuff is enriched in regions 1A, 1C and 1--32, but not in region 1B within cluster 1/42AB. Cuff does not display a significant enrichment at regions 2A and 2B within cluster 2 and in the *flam* locus. Primers for the *rosy* (*ry*) and *rpr49* (*rp49*) genes were used as negative control. Blue bars represent the ChIP assay with anti-GFP antibody on EGFP--Cuff expressing ovaries, while red bars display the result of a control experiment carried on with anti-EGFR antibody. Asterisks mark the reported binding sites for Rhi. Fold enrichment for each analysed region is reported on the *Y* axis as a percentage of the input chromatin (%Input).](emboj2011334f6){#f6}

![Mutations in Cuff affect the subcellular localization of piRNA pathway components. In wild type, Tej, Ago3, Vas and Aub accumulate in the perinuclear nuage (**A**, **C**, **E** and **G**, respectively). In the *cuff* mutant, Tej, Ago3, Vas and Aub are dispersed in the cytoplasm, indicating a disruption of the nuage (**B**, **D**, **F** and **H**). Piwi is normally enriched in the nuclei of nurse cells in wild-type egg chambers (**I**) and it is not severely affected by mutations in *cuff* (**J**). Piwi is prominently nuclear in somatic and germ cells of wild-type germaria (**K**). In contrast, Piwi is clearly dispersed/downregulated in the germarial germ cells of *cuff*, *vas* and *aub* mutants, while it retains a nuclear accumulation in the somatic cells (**L**--**N**, respectively).](emboj2011334f7){#f7}
